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Introduction(0.1) Let K be a �nite extension of the �eld Qp of p{adic numbers, R the valuation ringof K, P the maximal ideal of R, and �K = R=P the residue �eld with cardinality q. Forz 2 K we denote by ord z 2 Z [ f+1g its valuation, jzj = q� ord z its absolute value, andac(z) = z�� ord z its angular component, where � is a �xed uniformizing parameter for R.Let f(x) 2 K[x]; x = (x1; : : : ; xn); be a non{constant polynomial over K, and { : R� !C � a character of R�, the group of units of R. (We formally put {(0) = 0.) To these dataone associates Igusa's local zeta function, which is the meromorphic continuation to C ofZ{(s) = ZRn {(ac f(x))jf(x)jsjdxjfor Re s > 0, where jdxj denotes the Haar measure on Kn, normalized such that Rn hasmeasure 1. Igusa [I] showed that it is a rational function of q�s.(0.2) There is a formula for Z{(s) in terms of an embedded resolution (X; h) of f�1f0gin A n , see Theorem 1.3.1; in particular we can describe its poles as follows. Let Ej; j 2 T;be the (reduced) irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g), and let Nj and �j � 1 be themultiplicities of Ej in the divisor of respectively f �h and h�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn) on X. Then[I, (II)Theorem 1] all poles of Z{(s) are among the valuess = � �jNj + 2k�Nj log q iwith k 2 Z and j 2 T such that the order of { divides Nj .1



(0.3) So when the order of { divides no Nj at all then Z{(s) is holomorphic on C . Nowthe Nj are not intrinsically associated to f�1f0g; but the order (as root of unity) of anyeigenvalue of the local monodromy on f�1f0g divides some Nj , and those eigenvalues areintrinsic invariants of f�1f0g (see 1.4). This observation inspired Denef [D2, Conjecture4.4.2] to propose the following.0.4. Conjecture. If f(x) is de�ned over a number �eld F � C , then for almost allcompletions K of F (i.e. for all except a �nite number) we have the following : if the orderof { doesn't divide the order of any eigenvalue of the (complex) local monodromy of f atany complex point of f�1f0g, the Z{(s) is holomorphic on C .(0.5) Denef showed that this conjecture is true for the relative invariants of a few pre-homogeneous vector spaces. In this paper we actually prove the conjecture for curves, i.e.for n = 2 and any f 2 F [x1; x2].
1. Explicit formulas(1.1) From now on we suppose n = 2 and we �x f(x; y) 2 F [x; y] n F for some number�eld F . We will state the case n = 2 of general formulas for Z{(s) and for eigenvalues ofmonodromy on f�1f0g in terms of an embedded resolution.(1.2) Let (X; h) be the canonical embedded resolution (with normal crossings) of f�1f0gin A 2(C ); so in particular h : X ! A 2 is a �nite succession of (point{centered) blowing-ups,and no `unnecessary' blowing{ups occur. We denote by Ei; i 2 T = Te [ Ts; the (reduced)irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g), where Ei is an exceptional curve for i 2 Te and anirreducible component of the strict transform of f�1f0g for i 2 Ts. For each i 2 T let Niand �i� 1 be the multiplicities of Ei in the divisor of respectively f �h and h�(dx^ dy) onX. The (Ni; �i) are called the numerical data of the resolution (X; h). We have Ni; �i > 1and if f�1f0g is reduced, then (Ni; �i) = (1; 1) for i 2 Ts. Let also �Ei := Ei n [j 6=iEj fori 2 T .(1.3) Let K be the completion of F with respect to some maximal ideal of its ring ofintegers. In order to state Theorem 1.3.1 we also consider the scheme{theoretical canonicalembedded resolution (XK ; hK) of f�1f0g in A 2(K), which is entirely de�ned over K. LetEKi ; i 2 TK ; denote the (reduced) K{irreducible components of (hK)�1(f�1f0g), andde�ne TKe ; TKs ; �EKi as above. We have in particular that XK 
K C �= X and that eachEKi 
K C �= [j2SiEj , where all Ej ; j 2 Si; are mutually disjoint and have the samenumerical data which we can therefore associate to EKi and denote by (Ni; �i). (If the2



resolution (X; h) is entirely de�ned overK there is a natural bijection EKi ! Ei = EKi 
KCand there is no need to consider XK . For example we can choose F `big enough' such that(X; h) is already de�ned over F itself.)1.3.1. Theorem [D1, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2]. For almost all completions K of F (i.e. forall except a �nite number) we have the following.(i) If { is not trivial on 1 + P , then Z{(s) is constant on C .(ii) If { is trivial on 1 + P , thenq2Z{(s) = c; + Xi2TKdjNi cfig q � 1q�i+sNi � 1 + Xfi;jg�TKdjNi;djNj cfi;jg (q � 1)2(q�i+sNi � 1)(q�j+sNj � 1) ;where d is the order of { and the cI ; I � TK ; are constants depending on { and onthe �K{rational points on the reduction modP of \i2IEKi . In particular cfi;jg = 0 ifEKi \ EKj = ;.For a complete de�nition and a cohomological interpretation of those numbers cI werefer to [D1, xx2-3] or [D2, Theorem 3.4 and 3.5]. We will only need the following vanishingproperty of some cfig. We denote by �(�) the complex Euler{Poincar�e characteristic.1.3.2. Theorem [D1, Theorem 1.1]. Let d denote the order of {. For almost all comple-tions K of F we have the following. Fix one i 2 TK with djNi and such that EKi intersectsno other EKj with djNj . If �( �EKi 
K C ) = 0 then cfig = 0 in Theorem 1.3.1(ii).(1.4) We now remind the de�nition of local monodromy [M]. Fix b 2 C 2 with f(b) = 0.Let B � C 2 be a small enough ball with center b; the restriction f jB is a locally trivialC1 �bration over a small enough pointed disc D � C n f0g with center 0. Hence thedi�eomorphism type of the Milnor �ber Fb := f�1ftg \ B of f around b does not dependon t 2 D, and the counterclockwise generator of the fundamental group of D induces anautomorphism of H �(Fb; C ) which is called the local monodromy of f at b.1.4.1. Theorem [A, Theorem 3]. For b 2 f�1f0g let Pi(t) denote the characteristicpolynomial of the monodromy action on Hi(Fb; C ) for i = 0; 1. ThenP0(t)P1(t) =Yi2T(tNi � 1)�( �Ei\h�1fbg):(1.4.2) In particular if b is a smooth point of f�1f0gred, thus h�1(b) 2 Ei0 for somei0 2 Ts, then H1(Fb; C ) = 0 and P0(t) = tNi0 � 1.3



And if b is a singular point of f�1f0gred, thenP1(t) = P0(t)Yi2T 0e(tNi � 1)��( �Ei);where T 0e � Te ranges over all exceptional curves Ei occurring in the local resolution of b,i.e. such that h(Ei) = fbg.1.4.3. Remark. If f�1f0g is reduced then P0(t) = t� 1 for all b 2 f�1f0g.
2. Concrete eigenvaluesAn important point in our proof of Conjecture 0.4 for curves is the knowledge of concreteeigenvalues of monodromy, determined in Proposition 2.4. We �rst state some standardfacts about the (local) canonical embedded resolution of one singular point, and a congru-ence theorem between numerical data, which we frequently use in its proof.(2.1) Let b be a singular point of f�1f0gred and denote T 0e := fi 2 Tejb 2 h(Ei)g.(i) We have that [i2T 0eEi is connex.(ii) For intersecting Ei and Ej ; fi; jg � T 0e; there is an unambiguous chronology betweenEi and Ej with respect to creation in the resolution process; we denote Ei � Ej if Ei iscreated before Ej in the resolution process. Clearly Ei � Ej , Ni < Nj .(2.2) For any i 2 T let ki denote the number of intersection points of Ei with the othercomponents of h�1(f�1f0g). Remark that �( �Ei) = 2� ki.Theorem [L, Lemme II.2]. Fix one exceptional curve Ei, intersecting ki times othercomponents E1; : : : ; Eki . Then kiXj=1Nj � 0 modNi :(For a short conceptual proof and generalizations, see [V, Proposition 2.1] or [D2, Lemma6.1.1].) 4



2.3. Lemma. Let E0 be an exceptional curve with k0 = 1. Then for some r > 1 thereexists a unique path ................................................................................................................................................... ............. ........................ ............. ...........: : :� � � �E0 E1 E2 Erin the resolution graph consisting entirely of exceptional curves, such that(1) kj = 2 for j = 1; : : : ; r � 1;(2) kr > 3;(3) N0jNj for all j = 1; : : : ; r;(4) N0 < N1 < � � � < Nr.Remark. In a (dual) resolution graph the Ei; i 2 T; are denoted by dots and intersectionsbetween them by lines, connecting the associated dots.Proof. By the algorithm of canonical embedded resolution one easily sees that E1 must bean exceptional curve and that E0 � E1. So N0 < N1 and furthermore N0jN1 by Theorem2.2. Clearly k1 6= 1, and if k1 > 3 we are done.So suppose k1 = 2. Then there is exactly one E2 continuing the path............. ............. .......................... ............. ....................... ............. .............� � �E0 E1 E2 .Again by the algorithm of resolution E2 must be an exceptional curve and E1 � E2,implying that N1 < N2. Now N1j(N0 + N2) by Theorem 2.2 and we derive that N0jN2.Again we have k2 6= 1 and if k2 > 3 we are done.By �niteness of T the same argument abuts to some Er with kr > 3. �2.4. Proposition. Let Ej be an exceptional curve with kj > 3. Then e 2�iNj is an eigenvalueof the local monodromy of f at the (singular) point h(Ei) of f�1f0g.Proof. We use the notations of (1.4). We claim thatXi2T 0eNj jNi��( �Ei) > 0which implies by 1.4.2 that e 2�iNj is a zero of the characteristic polynomial P1(t) of themonodromy action at b = h(Ej).Since ��( �Ej) > 1(, kj > 3) this statement is true, except perhaps when at least oneexceptional curve E0 with ��( �Eo) = �1(, k0 = 1) and Nj jN0 occurs in h�1fbg. Nowby Lemma 2.3 we can associate to each such curve E0 a curve Er with ��( �Er) > 1 andNj jNr which is di�erent from Ej since N0 < Nr. So our claim could only be false if there5



exist at least two di�erent exceptional curves E0 and E00 with k0 = k00 = 1, Nj jN0 andNj jN 00, for which the respectively associated Er and E0r0 of Lemma 2.3 are equal. In factby the resolution algorithm this is impossible for more than two exceptional curves E0 andE00, hence we only have to prove that this situation cannot occur if kr(= k0r0) = 3.Now in this case the resolution graph, at the stage of the resolution process whenEr(= E0r0) is just created, looks like
....................................... .................................... .......................................: : : : : :� � � � � � � ��E0 E1 E2 Er�1 Er = E0r0 E0r0�1 E01 E00~Ewhere ~E is the (possibly reducible) strict transform of f�1f0g. Since [i2T 0eEi is connex, noother exceptional curves E`; ` 2 T 0e; can occur at that stage (i.e. ~E intersects only Er); soin particular Ej is created after this stage and Nj > Nr(> N0), contradicting that Nj jN0.�

3. Holomorphy conjecture for curves3.1. Theorem. Let f(x; y) 2 F [x; y] for some number �eld F . For almost all completionsK of F we have the following. If the order of � doesn't divide the order of any eigenvalueof the (complex) local monodromy of f at any complex point of f�1f0g, then Z{(s) isholomorphic on C .Proof. Let d denote the order of {, which we may suppose trivial on 1 + P by Theorem1.3.1(i). We will prove that Z{(s) = q�2c; in the expression of 1.3.1(ii).By Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.3 it is clear that d cannot divide any Ni; i 2 Te;associated to Ei with ki > 3 or ki = 1. We have furthermore that d - Ni; i 2 Ts; since by(1.4.2) those Ni are orders of monodromy eigenvalues. We conclude that (eventually) djNionly for exceptional curves Ei with ki = 2.We �x such an exceptional curve Ei with djNi, intersecting say E1 and E01. Suppose thatdjN1; then E1 too is an exceptional curve with k1 = 2, intersecting also say E2. Now byTheorem 2.2, applied to E1, we have that djN2. Continuing the same argument contradictsthe �niteness of the resolution graph. So d - N1 and, analogously or by Theorem 2.2, alsod - N 01. 6



Now the complex decomposition EKi 
K C �= [j2SiEj for i 2 TKe induces in fact that�EKi 
K C �= [j2Si �Ej and moreover all �Ej ; j 2 Si; are mutually isomorphic. So we canassociate ki := kj; j 2 Si; to EKi and formula 1.3.1(ii) for Z{(s) reduces toq2Z{(s) = c; + Xi2TKeki=2;djNi cfig q � 1q�i+sNi � 1 :Since �( �EKi 
K C ) =Pj2Si �( �Ej) = 0 for all appearing i 2 TKe , Theorem 1.3.2 yields theannounced result. �3.2. Example. Let F = Q and f(x; y) = y5(y�x)2+x9. Its resolution (X; h) is entirelyde�ned over Q with associated resolution graph and numerical data
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................� �� � � � �E0E1E2 E3E4E5 E6 iNi 01 17 29 39 418 526 645where E0 is the strict transform of f�1f0g and E1; : : : ; E6 are the exceptional curves. By(1.4) the characteristic polynomials of monodromy are t � 1 and (t � 1)(t45 � 1); so itseigenvalues have orders 1,3,5,9,15 and 45. In particular when the order of { is 2,7,13,18 or26 we have that Z{(s) is constant on C (for almost all completions Qp of Q). This exampleillustrates the fact that we really need Theorem 1.3.2 in our proof of the holomorphyconjecture for curves, for there can exist exceptional curves Ei such that Ni doesn't dividethe order of any eigenvalue of monodromy.(3.3) One can (for arbitrary n) extend the de�nition of Z{(s) as follows. Let � : Kn ! Cbe a Schwartz-Bruhat function, i.e. a locally constant function with compact support.Then Z�;{(s) = ZKn �(x){(ac f(x))jf(x)jsjdxj ;so taking for � the characteristic function of Rn yields the classical de�nition. When � isresidual, meaning that Supp� � Rn and �(x) only depends on xmodP , Theorems 1.3.1and 1.3.2 remain valid with analogous constants cI ; I � TK [D2, Theorem 3.4]. So ourproof of the holomorphy conjecture for curves generalizes to Z�;{(s) for residual �.3.4. Remark. Denef and Loeser [DL, x3] associate to f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] and r 2 N n f0gthe so{called topological zeta function Z(r)top(s). For n = 2 we have thatZ(r)top(s) = �(A 2 n f�1f0g) +Xi2TrjNi �( �Ei)�i + sNi + Xfi;jg�TrjNi;rjNj �(Ei \ Ej)(�i + sNi)(�j + sNj) :7



The holomorphy conjecture for Z(r)top(s) can be formulated as follows. If d 2 N nf0g doesn'tdivide the order of any eigenvalue of the local monodromy of f at any point of f�1f0g,then Z(r)top(s) is holomorphic on C for all r such that djr. Our proof of 3.1 remains validfor Z(r)top(s) since for i 2 Te we have that ki = 2, �( �Ei) = 0.
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